The COLLEGIATE Survey
A Report On FP HA Housing

Mindful of the married veterans' housing problem, the COLLEGIATE this week presents a finding of a canvassing of married veterans housed in the Harcourt units and of those administrative officials concerned with the housing project. It is our intention to be entirely fair and unbiased towards the inhabitants of the governmental units and to the College administration in its relations with the Harcourt area.

There has been a continued criticism on the part of the student body, and a number of complaints have been voiced concerning the administration of the housing project. Complaints concerning overcrowding of occupants, delay of completion of the project, the quality of construction and the alleged lack of proper student government, were raised.

The consensus showed, for the most part, that there is a strong feeling among the married veterans that the college has done and is trying to do a better job of living conditions. The chief objections raised by the couples center around the preference for single occupancy and the overcrowding of families already housed, and in the number of faculty and staff members who are housed in the government units.

We have applied the laws to the college housing, and we have investigated the situation here to see the degree of compliance with the exact and concrete laws that presents the facts. — The Editors.

These are facts and figures, and from them we have been able to make a logical conclusion. Within our reach, as the COLLEGIATE supplies and attempts to answer the specific questions raised by the students, is the question of priority and responsibility.

Referral Faculty Treatment

In deferred retirement, the younger adult age and occupation, their battle's has been re-occurring for a number of years and in the other government units. For these veterans, the only traditions of the veteran, the faculty bursary is not so strictly linked with the battle's of the present and the other barracks. The obvious result is the whole painted papered sheeting on the exterior and the painting of the exterior, which would be applied to the paper brick covering of the ordinary training barracks. The faculty bursaries are provided to the extent of a more or less complete, in the interest of the finishing and finishing job, no lack of delay in the completion of the project.

The story, though originally set for an earlier date, February 15, has been advanced as the date of completion of the Harcourt housing development. According to Bulletin of the Government Office, National Affairs, (paid by the students of Education, Washington, D.C., which furnished to the COLLEGIATE an index of the plans to meet the housing needs of veterans to the housing development.)

Another challenge offered to the veterans to meet the housing needs of veterans to the housing development. A point to be noticed is that the social conditions will be provided for the veterans of veterans in the housing development.

Another challenge offered to the veterans to meet the housing needs of veterans to the housing development. A point to be noticed is that the social conditions will be provided for the veterans in the housing development.

There has been much concern of the veteran's movement for the housing of veterans. California and the other states have reported that the 50-60 per cent of the veterans of veterans in the housing development. However, the percentage of veterans of veterans in the housing development. Although there is no complete listing of the veterans of veterans in the housing development, the percentage of veterans of veterans in the housing development. The percentage of veterans of veterans in the housing development. The percentage of veterans of veterans in the housing development.

Three Temps To Ease K.C.'s Growing Pains

Three paginated buildings were provided for the government for data collection and the College for the construction of the Harcourt units housing. These are entitled to the housing project, which was completed in the early months of December 1946. These regulations, adopted December 1946, are supplemented by the College and the College for the construction of the Harcourt units housing.

Below are presented the existing rigorous regulations, as received by the housing project, which are now in force. These regulations, adopted December 1946, are supplemented by the College and the College for the construction of the Harcourt units housing.

Kenyon Refuses Summer Session

There will be no summer session of the College this summer. The president's office made this announcement after the results of a survey revealed that only twenty
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ASHLAND EAGLES TAME RIXEY AND CO. 76-73

Kenyon R. P. Club presents its 2nd postwar horse show Feb. 3 at 2 p.m. Emlie Wells will judge.

United states. Come early!

Helen Kenyon debate Denison in the Speech Building Thursday, Feb. Subject revealed that under whom has been as the in the management of industry.

WORLD STUDENTS NEED 'REALISTIC' AID

W.S.S.F. Representative Thrills Student Assembly

A strong address by a national College Assembly yesterday, Monday, was the highlight of the W.S.S.F. (WORLD STUDENTS SUMMIT) Assembly, at which the time, the College assembly in the World Student's Service Fund.

HIERONITA ROSENBERG

Miss Rosenberg is a member of the International Student Service, and is a representative of the W.S.S.F. Her talk yesterday to the student body high-lighted the Kenya drive for the World Student's Service Fund.
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PLAGIARISM...

We are here, all of us, of our own volition and with the purpose of broadening our collective knowledge of our cultural backgrounds. We are here to think, and by that very process, to learn. It should be common knowledge that we cannot learn by allowing others to do our thinking for us.

The student who resorts to plagiarism nullifies the very aim of his Kenyon training. He leaves behind a mind, incapable of original thought, as barren as thinking where as many minds as in the mortar of intellectual chaff.

Plagiarism, as applied to the student, may be categorized as the basest crime that he performs. It is a direct affront to his teachers, to his fellow students, even to himself. Neither clever nor ingenious, it is a combination of carelessness and laziness. It is intellectually unprincipled and morally unkind.

Let any of us adopt a "holier than thou" attitude and we are on the same plane as the students who complained of the poor workmanship for which they realized it was not the fault of the College. The student who plagiarizes has his hand full in the emergency of situation. Of course, we may wonder at the lack of interest on the part of the contractors in the construction features of the housing units now. However, as we ask for explanation in connection of the three proposed residence halls, we are asking for the construction of the housing units of the same firm which erected "Splinterville."

We think that the College ought to make better promises for completion of this construction before the completion of the housing units of three firm which erected "Splinterville."

I believe it is fairly obvious that if the truth has appeared in the last few days I have been located by the merest of accidents connected with the turmoil which would not otherwise have appeared, it is up to the students who have an interest in the welfare of the students we will be able to continue to publish a magazine worthy of the name. It is also a fact that the last few months Hika has been exactly one poem and appeared exactly one comic page, and if anyone, whether he or she, do wish to do so, or wish to be involved in making a work, I feel that the letter at the case, and I should like to assure any student who does any writing at all that the work is hot not only but certainly for the benefit of students, that will find its way beyond the pages of HIKA.

Furthermore, I believe we are entitled to fail to understand in the first place the students who have shown us to understand them.

When I ask for the opinion of the students as to the sustainability of the magazine, I ask for the opinion of the students who have shown us to understand them.

When we ask for the opinion of the students as to the sustainability of the magazine, I ask for the opinion of the students who have shown us to understand them.

Note... Please read our cartoon today, if you are thinking of bumping off your waiter in the Commonwealth Dining Hall. However, you haven't a grip in the world, and you are really putting your face in the soup. You literally do this in this College and the Commonwealth Dining Hall. When you are late with your food, or if the coffee is cold, then you are only thinking of your waiters, and not of how much they earn.
"Overheard and Understated"

The great job that Chuck Poully and his committee did in raising funds for the World Student Service Fund was commendable, to say the least. The work was entirely voluntary, and done in the interest of students everywhere. If the drive is an example of what Kenyon students can do when they apply themselves, "things are looking up" hereabouts.

There has been a notable improvement in the food in the Commons--past few days, and everyone seems happier for it. Whether the members of the Commons Committee were responsible for the change cannot be ascertained at this writing, but one thing is certain, the food is better, and someone isn't receiving a well deserved non-pay.

Tomorrow night the basketball squad meets the State Normal at Russell Hall. The game will be the second of the Titanic series and will be one of the fastests of the year. Coach Paul's boys will be seeking to average the 70-15 trimming handed by the Bears on Dec. 16. If you want a good seat, come early.

It seems to us that you don't know enough about good music and would like to learn something about it, drop in at any of the Recital Club concerts. Year not a time to appreciate the best in music, but you'll find your whole temperament improved.

The Oberlin Natutists, currently the hottest team in Ohio Conference voters, will seek to extend their winning streak to eight when they face the Kenyon swimming team tomorrow afternoon in the Shlider Pool. Kenyon has dropped only one meet this season and to that and to bowling Green, a non-conference outfit, the Oberlin team though up one of the best on the season's score.

Oratory Contest

Continued from page 1

Ted Bagardos won third place with his oration, "The Birthday of an Institution," at the annual collegiate Illustrative Oratory Contest. The ten contestants were:

George Masker
A "Christian Concept of Peace"

Robert Golden
"Pros and Disadvantages"

Don Hoop
"Workers and Bom"

James Harman
"Defenders of Capitalism"

The seven orations concerned a wide range of topics, but there was a common theme. Each speaker dealt with a prevailing

BDivision Tourney

Engine major Philip W. Beegle of the 1938 class may be the only individual on campus to have won a national championship in as many athletic fields as he did in 1925. Beegle captured the All-American honors in track and field in the 50-meter dash.

KAKS Sweep

Sweeping four straight games, the championship-playoff team advanced to the National Tournament in March after winning the regional tournament in Ohio. The issues were not decided in a "jumping match between" but that is the only way to describe the".

HAMMERSLEY

Of the 119 students in the Hammersley dormitory residence hall, 70 are freshmen and 49 are sophomores.

206 W. Vine St. Mt. Vernon, O.

KOKOSING GIFT SHOP

Wine and Beer

WINE AND DINE

Barnesburg, Ohio

Memorial Day Service

Kokosing Gift Shop

Admissions Office

206 W. Vine St. Mt. Vernon, O.
Rickey Scores 32; But Lords Lose

Epp Goes High For A Tip-In

In a thrilling Ohio Conference game last night the Ashland Eagles scored nine points in overtime to defeat a fighting Kenyon team. The game was a close and bitter struggle all the way, with the lead changing hands many times during the evening. As the regular game ended, the score was tied, but the Eagles had both teams having scored six points. But the Eagles took advantage of the overtime period and scored nine points to Kenyon’s seven. This gave them thereby the lead. It was the fourth straight win for the Ashland College team.

Rickey continued his run for the conference scoring crown by taking the almost unbelievable total of thirty-two points. Rickey controlled the backcourt himself many times during the game, and at spots even played to its end. High scorer for the Ashland Eagles was H. B. Rixey, a forward, with twenty-six points. This was the second overtime contest for the Lords, and they have yet to win in overtime. The first loss in overtime was to Oberlin, also in a conference game.

Tonight again the basketball floor of Room One will hold big game between the Student Prince of Heidelberg and the Kenyon Lords. In their first meeting of the season the teams played a close game, with Heidelberg finally emerging the victors.
SAFETY

CITY CAB
PHONE 13
COURTESY INSURED

VALENTINE'S DAY
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1947

This year is different. We are in a changed world. Valentine's Day calls for a lovely but practical gift—a handbag, gloves, perfume, cologne, dusting powder, hosiery. All these you'll find at the store all women like—

RINGWALT'S
IN MOUNT VERNON

THE INNOCENT BYSTANDER
By John Hartman

The result of the Kenyon-Oberlin game needs no consideration than a hasty glance at the box score. I do not mean to destroy the validity of the Cardinals' victory, but there are several underlying factors which help to explain the unfortunate outcome of the contest. The glaring weakness of the Lord's defense was their inability to control rebounds off the ballking board. Heretofore the Rose Hall quintet has adequately mastered this problem through the efforts of rangy Epp Rixey, Lord pivot man. But Rixey entered the Oberlin list with a badly blistered foot which prevented him from utilizing his great height in recovering the ball after field goals attempt, in addition to hampering him on center jumps. Had Rixey not been encumbered by this handicap, it is highly probable that Kenyon would have maintained much better possession of the ball.

An excellent pre-war custom, that of awarding a sweater to a man who wins his "K" in a varsity sport, has yet to be revived. It was traditional to present purple sweaters to men who won their letters while playing on a team which went undefeated in intercollegiate, and to present white sweaters to letter-winners on other teams. In addition, the traditional purple "K" bordered with white has been replaced by a new edition of the appearance of this patch. The majority of colleges now award sweaters with the letter, and Kenyon would do well to revert to its original custom. If a man is willing to devote a great deal of time to intercollegiate competition, he deserves a presentable award.

ALLEN JEWELER

Diamononds
Watches
Watch Repairing

7 East Gambier St., Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Here's a Resolution
We Are Going
To Keep

For years, WORLEY'S has believed that service to its customers is essential—particularly including quality and perfection in its merchandise.

As 1947 steps into gear, we again pledge our determination to emphasize these things that will give Kenyon men access to the nationally known quality merchandise that they demand.

And at prices that are not 'sky-high.'
RESULTS OF THE INTRAMURAL SWIMMING MEET 1947

1st Middle Leonard 46
2nd East Wing 43
3rd North Hanna 20
4th Tie West Wing 14
        Middle Kenyon 14
5th South Leonard 10
6th South Crested 9
7th South Brain 3
8th Middle Hanna 0

F. W. Woolworth & Co.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Phone 1019
C. K. Heighton
Prompt and Efficient Service
Plumbing and Heating
106 W. High St. Mt. Vernon, O.

The DINER
Just a little bigger
a little better
DINNERS AND SHORT ORDERS
Mt. Vernon Ohio

BALDERSON'S
CLEANING — PRESSING
REPAIRING
Call Gambier 2971

SPORTING GOODS
GOLDSMITH ATHLETICS
McMILLEN'S

K A N D
Jewelry Company

CREDIT JEWELERS

TELEPHONE 232-R
201 S. Main St. Mt. Vernon, O.

L E M A S T E R S
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

S. S. Kresge Co.
For Many Personal Needs

K. D. Bebout
Ford
Sales and Service
Continuous Service Since 1936

Williams Flowers
Say it with Flowers
and say it with Ours
Phone 235 or 235 W

Mt. Vernon, O.

Mt. Vernon, Ohio

- Dobbs Hats
- Arrow Shirts
- Rainwear
- Crosby Square Shoes

- Kenyon Jewelry
- Personal Service
- College Supplies
- Pipe and Tobacco
- Clothing
- Toilet Articles

Copyright 1947, Moses & Hale Tobacco Co.